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English: Kindly see below 
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EMMANUEL MISSION SR SEC SCHOOL, BEAWAR 
ENGLISH – I 

CLASS – II 

Poem : The Sun  

Answer these questions. 

1. Tick (✔) the correct sentences. 

The speaker thinks that the sun 

a. sleeps at night.                                         (✔) 

b. hides behind the hills.                             (✔) 

c. becomes the moon in the night.           (✔) 

d. hides behind the clouds at night.         (✖) 

e. goes back to its home to sleep.             (✔) 

f. hides in the forests.                                  (✖) 

g. goes around the earth.                            (✔) 

2. What does the speaker think the moon is? 

Ans. The speaker thought that the moon is a sun and it turned around and became the moon. 

3. According to the speaker, what is the sun’s hiding place? 

Ans. According to the speaker, the sun’s hiding place is behind the hills. 

4. Why does the speaker wonder if the sun needs to rest? 

Ans. The speaker wonders if the sun needs to rest because it spreads it sunlight all day from one town to 

another. It keeps on moving that’s why it needs rest at night. 

Find the opposite of these words in the poem. 

1. wake up      ✖     sleep 

2. cooling        ✖     warming 

3. inside          ✖     outside 

4. quickly        ✖     slowly 

A. Find all the eight pairs of words that rhyme in the poem. 

1. bright – night. 

2. hide – side. 

3. hills – chills. 

4. rest – best. 

5. home – Rome. 

6. around – town. 

7. that – flat. 

8. round – ground. 

B. The speaker talks about the sun as if it were a person. 

Tick (✔) the sentences that shows us this. 

1. Do you think it needs to rest?       (✔) 

2. Or is the moon its other side?  (✖) 

3. Could it even have a home?     (✔) 

  

 



EMMANUEL MISSION SR SEC SCHOOL, BEAWAR 
GENERAL SCIENCE 

CLASS – II 

Assessment : Lesson – 3 (Marks – 10) 

                                                       

A Tick the correct answers.         

1.This is a farm animal. 

a. cow.    b zebra.  C tiger. 

2.We get this from sheep. 

a. silk.  b. honey.  c.wool 

3. We get eggs from this animal. 

a.hen.     b. cow.     c. zebra 

B. Name the following . 

1. We keep these animals in our homes. 

2.  We need this to make cheese. 

3.  We get this from silkworms. 

C. Answer these questions. 

1.What are pet animals? Name any two pet animals. 

2. Name two things made of leather? 

 

  



EMMANUEL MISSION SR SEC SCHOOL, BEAWAR 
SOCIAL STUDIES 

CLASS – II 

Ch. : 8 – Going to School 

A.  Circle the correct words.  

1. Children in the age group of 2 – 4 years go to primary / kindergarten school. 

Ans. : kindergarten 

2. The middle school is up to class five / eight.      Ans. : eight 

3. Schools up to class 10 are called secondary / senior secondary school.     Ans. : secondary 

4. After passing class 12, students join college / school.    Ans. : college 

5. Some adults go to a night / day school.     Ans. : night 

B. Tick (✅) the right sentences and cross (❌) the wrong ones.  

1. We study many subjects at school.                           (✅)  

2. After the children pass class 10, they go to college for higher studies.      ( ❌)  

3. Special schools are for normal children.                   ( ❌)  

4. Some adults go to night schools.                                ( ✅)  

5. We should keep our school neat and clean.             (✅)  

C. Fill in the blanks. Choose words from the box.  

( Special, playground, night, activities)  

1. We play games in the playground.  

2. In kindergarten school, the children spend their time in fun – filled activities.  

3. Special schools are for special Children.  

4. Adults go to a night school.  

D. Answer the following questions.  

1. How many periods are there in a day  ?  

            Ans. :  We have 8 period in a day.  

2. How many periods are there in a week.  

           Ans. : There are 48 periods in a week.  

3. How many Social Studies periods are there in a week.  

           Ans. : There are 6 periods in a week.  

4. On which days there are no math periods  ?  

          Ans. : Daily we have Math periods.  

5. On which days there are science periods   ?  

         Ans. : There are 6 periods  of science in a week 

 

 



EMMANUEL MISSION SR SEC SCHOOL, BEAWAR 
COMPUTER 

CLASS – II  

SELF  ASSESSMENT : LESSON – 2 

                                                

 

• Fun with puzzle.                                                                    ( marks 14 ) 

 

 

 

  


